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Alexandra Palace and used for internal
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IPAF membership can bring
you major benefits, whatever
your involvement with the
powered access industry.

First of all, it tells your
customers a lot about you. It
lets them know you have the
highest professional standards
– and reassures them that you
are on top of today’s health
and safety standards.

Because of our lobbying at
national and international
levels, you have a stronger
voice in all those issues
that affect your business –
from health and safety
legislation to the

introduction of worldwide
standards and how they are
implemented country by country.

• Our advice line, publications
and bulletins, help keep you in
touch with everything that is
going on – and make sure you
know how to respond to
technical, practical,
commercial and legal
developments.

• Our operator training is second
to none – and recognised
worldwide. Only IPAF
members can offer this market
leading training – now
becoming essential for the use
of powered access equipment.

Our Rental+award is again
only available to IPAF rental
company members. This
ensures that your customers
can identify you as a
specialist in powered access
rental – and that you have
independently audited levels
of service support.

IPAF is the world authority
in powered access. Find out
how membership can give
you the same authority in
the eyes of your customers.

The world authority
in powered access

For full details of how IPAF membership 
can make a difference to your business:
Tel: +44 (0)15395 62444
Fax: +44 (0)15395 64686
Email: info@ipaf.org
Or visit: www.ipaf.org

IPAF Ltd, Bridge End Business Park, Milnthorpe LA7 7RH, UK.  Also in Switzerland, Germany, Italy, France and USA.

www.ipaf.org
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Who is responsible?
The HSE has published its report on the
tower crane accident in May 2000 that 
killed three Hewden employees.
The top roller of the climbing frame buckled,
causing the crane superstructure to fall 120
metres to the site below. The HSE has said
that while several violations were discovered,

there is no evidence that any of them caused the accident. It seems we will
never know what really happened.
The sister of one of the men who died is understandably furious that
there will be no criminal prosecution – no one to be blamed. 

However, the HSE and Crown Prosecution Service are right not to waste
taxpayers’ money and resources on a prosecution that has no hope of
succeeding. It is also wrong to assume that Hewden “got off lightly”.
The managers and co workers of those who died would have been
traumatised by the accident. The notion that the managers responsible for
that crane and those men, can just shrug off such incidents is nonsense.
The lack of evidence will be hard on them too.

The accident has already cost Hewden over £4.5 million in a settlement
with the contractors and was probably a catalyst in its decision to exit the
tower crane business.

I am all in favour of throwing the book at guilty parties when violations of
safety rules and good practice are discovered, particularly if an accident
ensued. The key question is, was the culture at Hewden Tower cranes such
that rules were habitually ignored? The two survivors and the management
know the truth, and if they were, then they will have to live with it.

The team erecting the crane were said to be highly experienced.
If so, why were they not using an anemometer to check wind speed? (It is no
excuse to say one was not fitted to the crane). Why had they not used the
slew cut-out connection? It is hard to imagine that they were not aware of the
need to do so. As to the climbing frame, there was no record of a thorough
inspection having been carried out. Why did the team not check this? 

While blame clearly lies at the company’s feet, for seemingly not drumming
good practice into its employees and having systems in place that helped
ensure it, the erection team, who would have claimed to be professionals,
must also take responsibility for such violations.

Tower crane erectors are on a par with a crane driver. They do a highly skilled
job, and if safety is ignored they can kill others as well as themselves. At the
last CPA open meeting crane owners seemed to suggest that drivers did not
want to take any responsibility for the lifts they carried out. It was also clear
that some crane hire owners treat drivers as a commodity, rather than the
pilot/captain of a sophisticated piece of equipment.

From the feedback that we receive, crane drivers would, in fact, prefer to be
consulted more and would prefer to take responsibility for lifts, but crane
hirers must treat them as responsible, standing by their judgement and never
overriding their decisions when safety might be involved.

Surely in the case of such critical jobs as crane driver and tower crane
or mast climber erector, there should be thorough training with a tough
independently assessed test at the end of it, leading to the issuing of a
licence. We now have NVQ qualifications for crane drivers, yet there is no
industry programme to convert graduates from these courses into
experienced crane drivers.

Talking of learning from accidents, it seems that some aerial lift manufacturers
still refuse to react responsibly when a structural failure appears to have
caused an accident. This is both irresponsible and short sighted, more on this
in our next issue, if nothing changes.
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